A Pronunciation Training System for Japanese Lexical Accents with Corrective Feedback in Learner's Voice
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Abstract

A system was developed for teaching non-Japanese learners pronunciation of Japanese lexical accents. The system first identifies word accent types in a learner's utterance using $F_0$ change between two adjacent morae as the feature parameter. As for the representative $F_0$ value for a mora, we defined one with a good match to the perceived pitch. The system notices the user if his/her pronunciation is good or not, and, then, generates audio and visual corrective feedbacks. Using TD-PSOLA technique, the learner's utterance is modified in its prosodic features by referring to teacher's features, and offered to the learner as the audio corrective feedback. The visual feedback is also offered to enhance the modifications that occurred. Accent type pronunciation training experiments were conducted for 8 non-Japanese speakers, and the results showed that the training process could be facilitated by the feedbacks especially when they were asked to pronounce sentences.

1. Introduction

The ideal way of teaching a language to non-native learners is to have one teacher to each single student. However, this ideal is hardly reachable because of teachers' availability and matters of money. The growing speed and memory size of personal computers with their decreasing price makes it possible to create automatic language trainers. Owing to recent advancements in written and spoken language processing technologies, these Computer-Aided Language Learning (CALL) systems have already been developed for writing and speaking skills, and become an alternative to such a lack of private lessons in nowadays classes.

As for the speaking skill, most systems are those for evaluating learner's pronunciation quality using HMM-based speech recognizers. Since learners have no idea on how to correct wrong pronunciations, an appropriate corrective feedback is essential for the efficient training. Most systems, however, repeat teacher's utterances with a visual display showing how the acoustic features of learner's utterances differ from those of teacher's utterances. Also, systems for training intonation and accent are rather few, though learning process concerning prosodic features requires a long practice of the language.

The Japanese language has the property of possessing a large number of homonyms, which can only be distinguished from each other by their respective Kaji's (Chinese characters) in written communication, and their pitch patterns in oral communication. For instance, "hashi" can be "chopsticks," "bridge," or "edge," depending on the pitch pattern. Japanese pitch accent pronunciation, thus, becomes a great deal for non-natives who have no possibilities of distinguishing one homonym from the others.

From these points of view, we have developed a CALL system for Japanese lexical accent pronunciation, and realized a corrective audio feedback in learner's own voice [1]. The prosodic features of teacher's speech were copied to the learner's speech through speech modification. The learner can hear his/her speech before and after modification, and thus can obtain a better idea on his/her pronunciation problems. The rest of the paper is constructed as follows: In section 2, a mora $F_0$ with a good match to the perceived pitch is defined and the result of accent type recognition using the value is shown. After explaining the outline of the developed CALL in section 3, the method of speech modification is explained in section 4. Visual feedback is explained in section 5. In section 6, results of accent type pronunciation training are shown. Section 7 concludes the paper.

2. Accent type recognition

One of the key technologies in developing the system is the accent type recognition. In continuous speech of Japanese, a content word (or a compound word comprising a sequence of content words) followed by a particle (in some cases, null or more than a particle) comprises a bunsetsu, which is a grammatical unit also corresponding to an utterance unit. In most cases, a bunsetsu is uttered with one accent type and corresponds to an accentual phrase. It is said that Japanese perceive lexical accents as the relative high-low pitch pattern of consecutive morae, and, therefore, a binary description in Fig. 1 is often used to schematically show the pitch movements. Here, mora is again a basic unit of Japanese utterance mostly coinciding to a syllable. Therefore, the most natural way to represent fundamental frequency ($F_0$) movements for accent type recognition may be to view $F_0$ average value for each mora. In our previous work [2], input speech was first segmented into morae by a phoneme-HMM-based speech recognizer and the average $F_0$ value of each mora was used for accent type recognition rather successfully. The method was applied to a CALL system teaching Japanese accent type pronunciation. The method worked well for isolated words, but showed a serious degradation for continuous speech. In continuous speech, due to many factors affecting $F_0$ movements, such as phrasing, accent sandhi, etc., an accent type shows variations in its features and its correct recognition comes rather difficult.

To cope with the difficulty, we conducted perceptual experiments to relate perceived mora $F_0$ values with $F_0$ values. It came clear that the target value of $F_0$ movement
could be a better presentation of mora pitch value. Here, the target value was calculated as the \( F_0 \) value of the linear regression approximation of the \( F_0 \) movement at the end of mora. The average \( F_0 \) value was found to be a good presentation also, if its value was viewed in VC unit. The ratio of the mora \( F_0 \) values thus defined at frames \( i-1 \) and \( i \) was used as the recognition parameter. For each mora length and each accent type, distribution of the ratio was assumed as a Gaussian, and its center and deviation were calculated from the training data. An accent type recognition experiment was conducted for ATR continuous speech corpus with 503 sentence utterances [3]. Ninety percent of the corpus was used for training and the rest was used for the testing. As the result, 75.5% of correct recognition was realized. The detail was reported elsewhere already [4]. The use of mora \( F_0 \) values with a good match to the perceived pitch values will also be beneficial in that the learner can obtain a better view on his/her pitch control from mora \( F_0 \) sketch on the display.

Figure 1: Binary description of 4-mora Japanese pitch accent patterns. The fifth circle point in each pattern represents pitch level of the attached particle. Type 0 can be distinguished from type 4 by the particle's pitch level.

3. System outline

The system first requests the learner to pronounce homonym pairs (with different meaning according to the accent types) either in isolation or in sentences. The readings of words and sentences are shown in Roman characters on display together with Japanese orthographic representation. The learner's utterances are recorded and segmented into mora by the forced alignment using mono-phone HMMs. Then the accent types of the homonyms (bunsetsu's for sentence utterances) are identified using the method explained in the previous section. The system shows on display whether the accent type pronunciation is correct or not, together with some visual feedbacks to facilitate learning process. The audio feedback is the learner's utterance, whose prosodic features are modified to teacher's ones. The visual feedback is the waveforms before and after modification with schematic illustration of pitch movements. These are explained in the following sections. From now on, the system with these new feedbacks shall be called the new system.

4. Speech modification

4.1. \( F_0 \) modification

The \( F_0 \) modification process stands in the pitch mapping function. This mapping function was realized with the teacher's speech pitch marks as the basis. First, the correspondence of phonemes in teacher's speech and learner's speech was obtained based on the result of forced alignment. Then each phoneme's pitch marks in the student's signal were replaced by the corresponding phoneme's pitch marks in the teacher's signal, after having changed in the overall \( F_0 \) level in order to keep student's original voice tone after modification. This was realized simply by multiplying the teacher's set of pitch mark delays (periods) by a ratio of the \( F_0 \) means of the two signals:

\[
P_{\text{ratio}} = \frac{P_{\text{md}_{\text{ut}}}(S)}{P_{\text{md}_{\text{ut}}}(T)}
\]

Where \( P_{\text{md}} \) stands for the mean of the pitch mark delays on the observation segment. \( ut \) means that the calculation is done on the whole utterance, and \( S \) and \( T \) stand for Student and Teacher, respectively.

4.2. Duration modification

The previous process did not take into account the fact that the number of pitch marks should differ between the two signals, and did not manage the phoneme duration. These were handled in the duration modification process. The teacher's signal again served as basis during modification.

4.2.1. Duration adjustment

Here again, to respect the student's speaking rate, we first calculated the speaking rate ratio (\( SR_{\text{ratio}} \)) between the two signals, and multiplied the teacher's phoneme durations by the ratio:
\[ \text{SR}_{\text{ratio}} = \frac{L_{\text{ut}}(S)}{L_{\text{ut}}(T)} \]  

(2)

where the utterance length \( L_{\text{ut}} \) was calculated by adding all the phoneme durations that were obtained through the forced alignment process. Therefore, short pauses of both signals were not taken into account.

The number of pitch marks in a phoneme was modified in the following way:

The student's phoneme length has to be the same as the teacher's one after having modified according to the \( \text{SR}_{\text{ratio}} \), i.e.,

\[ L_{\text{ph.}}(T) \times \text{SR}_{\text{ratio}} = L_{\text{ph.}}^{\text{new}}(S) \]  

(3)

where \( \text{ph.} \) stands for phoneme. We can get another expression of \( L_{\text{ph.}}^{\text{new}}(S) \) and \( L_{\text{ph.}}(T) \) by writing that the lengths are equal to the sum of pitch mark delays, or, in other words, their mean multiplied by the pitch mark numbers:

\[ L_{\text{ph.}}^{\text{new}}(S) = (N_{\text{pm}} + X_{\text{new}}(S)) \times PmD_{\text{ph.}}^{\text{new}} \]  

(4)

\[ L_{\text{ph.}}(T) = N_{\text{pm}}(T) \times PmD_{\text{ph.}}^{\text{new}} \]  

(5)

where \( N_{\text{pm}} \) represents the number of pitch marks present in the original signal, and \( X_{\text{new}}(S) \) is the number of pitch marks we will have to add to (or delete from) the phoneme of student signal. Here, \( PmD_{\text{ph.}}^{\text{new}} \) can also be written as,

\[ PmD_{\text{ph.}}^{\text{new}}(S) = PmD_{\text{ph.}}^{\text{new}}(T) \times \frac{\text{SR}_{\text{ratio}}}{P_{\text{ratio}}} \]  

(6)

From (3) to (6), the following relation is obtained:

\[ N_{\text{pm}}(S) + X_{\text{new}}(S) = N_{\text{pm}}(T) \times \frac{\text{SR}_{\text{ratio}}}{P_{\text{ratio}}} \]  

(7)

We have another constraint that the number of pitch marks in the teacher's speech should be match with the new number of pitch marks in student speech:

\[ N_{\text{pm}}(T) + X_{\text{new}}(T) = N_{\text{pm}}(S) + X_{\text{new}}(S) \]  

(8)

Combining (7) and (8), we finally obtain,

\[ X_{\text{new}}(T) = N_{\text{pm}}(T) \left( 1 - \frac{\text{SR}_{\text{ratio}}}{P_{\text{ratio}}} \right) \]  

(9)

4.2.2 Pitch mark addition/deletion

The addition/deletion of pitch marks was realized in the central parts of vowels symmetrically around the central pitch mark position. For instance, if four pitch marks were to be added, two would be before the central pitch mark, and two after. The local pitch delays for these new pitch marks were chosen so that they would result in a smooth transition between original pitch marks; we opted for a mean of the pitch delays of the two surrounding pitch marks.

4.3 Power modification

Although power information is not essential for Japanese lexical accent realization, we decided to modify the power, as the learners could be tempted to use power as they might do in their mother tong. For instance, English native speakers may try to realize Japanese accent by placing a stress on a syllable.

Here again, the power reference was extracted from the teacher's speech. We modified the student signal intensity using TD-PSOLA by applying the teacher's signal intensity envelope (after the spline curve interpolation) on each phoneme of the student signal.

4.4 Short pause deletion

Non-native speakers tend to insert short pauses where native speakers do not. This insertion is a reason why non-native speaker's speech sounds unnatural. So we added a short pause (SP) deletion process to our speech modification scheme. In order not to delete useful SP's, we compared the resulting segmentation of the forced alignment process, and deleted the student signal SP's which were not present in the teacher's signal.

4.5 Evaluation

A listening experiment was conducted for native Japanese speakers to confirm that the modification was done properly. Ten sets of Japanese homonyms uttered by a non-native speaker with a good skill of realizing Japanese accent were first recorded. Then, each utterance was modified to have the opposite meaning of the homonym pair, which was offered to 8 male speakers, selected out of Japanese native speaker population of our laboratory, for evaluation. The modified signals were offered randomly to avoid any contextual effects. The evaluation was done in 5 scores: point 5 if the signal sounds completely with the meaning intended by the modification, and point 1 if its meaning is unchanged through modification. We got the average score 4.75 with variance 0.07, indicating that the modification was done mostly as we planned.

The modified signal presented some discontinuities due to some mis-placed pitch marks at phoneme extremities. These segments, having a low power, sometimes were recognized as unvoiced, and the pitch marking results came inaccurate. Another possible reason for speech quality degradation was that the spectral features were not taken into account during the modification. These are left for the future work.

5 Visual feedback

We combined our audio feedback with visual information to enhance the changes that occurred during the speech modification process. An example can be observed in Fig. 3, where a student was asked to utter two homonyms "kiru (to wear)" and "kiru (to cut)," but inverted pitch accent pattern of the two words. The visual feedback consists in displaying the original and the modified speech waveforms, and indicating the phoneme segmentation results. It also includes pitch movements as black arrows above the waveforms, showing the accent nucleus position within the word. The student can remark the differences in \( F_0 \), duration and power between the two signals.
In order to evaluate the system, an experiment was conducted on the training of accent type pronunciation. The aim of the experiment is to observe if there is any difference in the learning process when using the baseline system and when using the new system. Eight non-Japanese male speakers, all foreign students at the University of Tokyo, were asked to use the both systems alternatively. They are 1 Bangladesh, 2 French, 1 Algerian, 1 Polish, 2 Chinese, and 1 Uruguyan.

The experimental utterance consisted of the 10 homonym pairs and 4 sentences. Each sentence includes a homonym pair, and the system only evaluates the accent type pronunciation of the part. The experiment was done first using the new system for a pair and then using the baseline system for another pair so that habituation of using systems might not lead to a biased result, at least it did no work positively to the new system.

The learners were asked to utter the words/sentence without any accent type information at the first try. Then the feedbacks would be offered, and the further tries would be attended if necessary. An exercise would be considered as over when the student gets a "good" score, and a maximum of 5 trials were permitted. The number of trials before getting the "good" score was recorded and used as an index for the training efficiency. Even if the learner could not reach the "good" score after 5 trials, it was assumed that he got the "good" score. (The number of trials was counted as 5.) While experimenting the systems, the learners were also asked to fill a form keeping their impressions using the new system. The form includes questions on:

1. Efficiency of the audio feedback in learner's voice. From 1 (inefficient) to 5 (very useful).
2. Efficiency of the visual feedback as shown in Fig. 2. From 1 (inefficient) to 5 (very useful).
3. Closeness of the modified speech to the learner's voice. From 1 (totally different) to 5 (the same voice).
4. Efficiency of the corrective feedback as shown in Fig. 3. From 1 (totally different) to 5 (very useful).

It appeared that the first set of experiments based on isolated pairs of homonyms did not lead to striking differences between the two systems: the averaged number of trials being 2.4 for the baseline system and 2.5 for the new system. However, we could observe a difference in the continuous speech exercises, where the typical number of trials fell from 4.8 when used the baseline system to 3.8 when used the new system. The scores of the three questions were 4.4, 4.0 and 4.2, all indicating the positive effects of the feedbacks newly added.

Here are some comments the learners wrote after the experiment: In continuous speech, the modified signal would be easier to understand if there were a function to isolate words or parts in question from the sentence, and enhance the modifications. The function to slow down the modified speech would also do, they said. It also seemed that the new visual feedback was difficult to understand for beginners.

7. Conclusion
A CALL system to train Japanese pitch accent pronunciation was constructed. It corrects the prosodic features of the learner's utterance by the TD-PSOLA scheme, and outputs the corrected speech as an audio corrective feedback. Through the experiment of using the systems with and without such a feedback, the corrective feedback in learner's own voice was shown to be effective especially when the training task came complicated.

Further studies are planned on the following points:
1. To improve the speech quality by manipulating spectral features also.
2. To make it possible to choose the teacher's signal among a set of speakers to get the closest voice to the student's signal.
3. To improve the visual feedback to enhance important information.
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